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WHAT
is IMPACT?



Impact is a change in:
 Knowledge
 Behavior
 Condition (economic, 

environmental, or social) 

Change can affect:
 Individuals
 Families, communities
 States, regions, nations…

WHAT IS IMPACT?



A brief summary in lay 
terms of  the difference a 
project or program has 
made

 So what?
 Who cares?

WHAT IS AN IMPACT 
STATEMENT?



WHY
is IMPACT 
REPORTING 
important?



 Accountability
 
 Influences funding and 

other decisions

 Raises awareness, 
interest, and support

 Catches attention

WHY IS IMPACT 
REPORTING 
IMPORTANT?



WHO
uses IMPACT 
STATEMENTS?



 Grantors, funders, partners

 University leadership

 Communicators

 Decisionmakers

 NGOs and non-profits

 Industry groups, producers

 Communities, consumers

WHO USES IMPACT 
STATEMENTS?



HOW do they 
use our IMPACT 
STATEMENTS?



sdelheim
Sticky Note
For help with the NRS, visit: https://www.nifa.usda.gov/data/nifa-reporting-system/nrs-faqs#Hatch%20multi 

























WHAT goes into 
a good IMPACT 
STATEMENT?



 Focused
o Brief, but clear
o Highlights 

QUALITIES OF GOOD 
IMPACT STATEMENTS



 Focused

 Do NOT use jargon
o Spell it out

QUALITIES OF GOOD 
IMPACT STATEMENTS



 Focused

 Do NOT use jargon

 Use active voice

QUALITIES OF GOOD 
IMPACT STATEMENTS



 Focused

 Do NOT use jargon

 Use active voice

 Provide context
o The big picture
o A way to learn more

QUALITIES OF GOOD 
IMPACT STATEMENTS



An impact statement 
connects four main parts:

 Issue 
 Action
 Results/Outputs
 Impacts

*Terminology may vary

THE PARTS OF AN 
IMPACT STATEMENT



 What?

 Why?

 Who?

ISSUE



 What was done?
o Align with objectives
o Highlight innovation

 Who was involved? 

ACTION



 Major findings…

 Useful products, models, 
tools, apps, workshops, 
publications, educational 
materials, etc…

RESULTS/OUTPUTS

…that led to change



 What kind?

 Where?

 When?

 Who?

 How big/much?

IMPACTS



PUBLIC VALUE

Public value

Impact

 Impact: can focus on 
program participants, 
individuals, study sites

 Public value: general 
public, broader areas, 
entire communities, 
regional or national 
economies



WHAT IF
we DON’T have 
IMPACTS?



Show progress toward impact

Use clear language:
 If…then…
 Might, could
 Estimated

Show calculations

POTENTIAL IMPACT 
STATEMENTS





 Indicators to measure

 Collect data as you go

 Know how the 
reporting process 
works

 Work together

PLANNING TO 
REPORT IMPACT



HOW TO
format IMPACT 
STATEMENTS?



FORMATTING IMPACT 
STATEMENTS

 2-3 sentences per section

 Half-page at most

 Bullets

 Headings, fonts

 Visual aids

 Links, attachments



FORMATTING IMPACT 
STATEMENTS

 Google/Office templates
 Canva
 Biteable
 Unsplash
 USDA Flickr



IMPACT
MATTERS.



IMPACT WRITING 
RESOURCES

bit.ly/impact-writing

 Tip sheets
 Worksheet
 Video training



EXAMPLES



Impacts

1. Rumen-protected methionine (RPM) 
influences the inflammatory process by 
decreased expression of IL1β, IL6, IL8, 
PTGES3, MUC1 and SOD1 in bovine 
cytological smear samples.

2. …

sdelheim
Sticky Note
This is NOT an impact statement! This is a finding, not an impact.It’s way too technical—jargon, abbreviations.If this is at the start of a list of impacts, I’m not enticed to read more.We don’t know who’s involved so we don’t know where to turn to learn more.



Determining when peanuts are at the right maturity to harvest is 
important, but difficult. Significant yield and quality losses can occur 
if farmers dig peanuts too early or too late. University of Georgia 
scientists designed the Peanut Pod Blasting Method to accurately 
determine peanut maturity and the best time to harvest. Using this 
method, farmers have saved an average of 300 pounds of peanuts 
per acre and increased gross returns by $60 per acre (based on the 
2015 contract price of peanuts). Statewide, that’s an extra 173 
million pounds of peanuts worth an estimated $35 million. 

Funding: Hatch/USDA-NIFA, Georgia Peanut Board
Contact: John Smith

sdelheim
Sticky Note
What this example does well: Explains the issue concisely in simple terms; Very briefly says what was done and lists the key output (a new method). Those who want to know the specifics of the method have a link to learn more and a contact to follow up with. We see who did the work—University of Georgia.Uses numbers to show the magnitude—included insight into their calculations of estimate economic impact. This statement focuses on peanut farmers, the peanut industry. In certain reports may want to expand on the public value.



In 2022, NIFA provided 
$69.4 million for Land-grant 
University Cooperative 
Extension partners to 
conduct EFNEP in all 50 
states, six U.S. territories, 
and the District of 
Columbia. EFNEP 
employed 1,285 educators 
who worked directly with 
187,663 youths.

sdelheim
Sticky Note
For me, this doesn’t function as an impact statement. It might work in an annual update of the program for internal purposes, but there is no clear message for a general audience—nothing that gets at the So what, Who cares. If you’re going to mention the number of participants, you need to provide some examples of how those participants were impacted. You would also want to spell out EFNEP and describe what issues the program is intended to address.



In West Virginia, youth obesity is higher than the national 
average, but many families lack access to knowledge about 
food and nutrition that can help them make healthy choices. As 
part of the Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program 
(EFNEP), instructors led a six-week course to teach 600 high 
school students in West Virginia about nutrition, meal planning, 
cooking skills, and food safety. 85% of students showed 
improved knowledge and skills. One year after the course, a 
mother reported that her son now helps plan grocery lists, 
cooks meals at home instead of eating fast food, and is training 
to be a chef. Over the past year, the family has saved money 
on food expenses, spent more time together as a family, and 
had better health reports at their check-ups. “I never dreamed 
how a simple class could change my family’s daily life and 
future so much and help my wallet at the same time,” she said. 
EFNEP is supported by USDA/NIFA. Learn more: efnep.org

sdelheim
Sticky Note
This version works better as an impact statement. I can see it being used to help increase program participation, program buy in, and general interest/understanding among the public. It has lots of change-y language. It starts by describing the issue that the work is addressing, then tells us the basic actions taken: six-week course teaching these topics.It reports a measured change in knowledge and skills, and the anecdote supports the impacts described.



The specialty crop industry faces issues like worker injuries and poor crop yield. 
Automated devices can help address these issues, but crops like fruits and nuts require 
special equipment that individual institutions have not had the resources to focus on. 
Working together, researchers at land-grant universities designed automated devices 
that have reduced injuries and boosted crop yield. Below are examples of this work.

IMPROVED CROP YIELD: 
• A harvest-assist device designed by Penn State scientists increases the number 

of apples harvested per second by 50%.
• Farmers said a new mechanized pruning method recommended by Cornell 

University increased yields by 40% for an additional $400 per acre.

REDUCED WORKER INJURIES: 
• 60% of the tomato processing industry has adopted machines designed by 

University of California to inspect tomato juice. During a single season, the 
machines eliminate more than 200,000 repetitive motion hazards for workers. 

• Penn State researchers designed a harvest-assist device that eliminated ladder 
falls and reduced the time apple pickers spent in dangerous postures by 50%.

Funding: Hatch Multistate/USDA NIFA Learn more: www.W3009.com

sdelheim
Sticky Note
This is an example of how you might approach or format impact statements for complex projects like multistate projects. This statement targets two issues. To me, “specialty crops” is jargon, but the statement does give the example of fruits and nuts in the next line to help explain what they are. I like that this statement explains a bit why collaboration is important for this work.It uses an opening paragraph, then breaks out into two impact categories with examples. It would be easy to swap these examples out for different uses/audiences. For example, you could only include examples from one institution if you wanted to highlight their particular contributions. In these particular bullets, we see good use of numbers to indicate the magnitude of the change or impact. And down at the bottom we see the funding and a link to more info.



The National 
Land-grant 
Impacts Database



The National Impacts 
Database is a publicly 
accessible repository for 
impact statements from 
land-grant universities. 

landgrantimpacts.org





Focuses on impact

Research and Extension

Not just NIFA

Anyone can search, 
anytime

Quality control



Find/assign your inputter

Andrea Putman (aputman@aplu.org) 
Kim Scotto (kscotto@aplu.org)

1-2 inputters per institutions
Communicators, evaluators, admins with impact training

mailto:kscotto@aplu.org


Submitting impact 
statements

sdelheim
Sticky Note
You can input anytime; however, at the beginning of each year, a writing team produces and disseminates special summaries and stories based on the impact statements that are in the database. So if you want your impact statements featured in those materials, get your 2023 impact statements in by mid-January 2024. But no matter when you input statements, they will be available to anyone using/searching the database.



Submitting impact 
statements

bit.ly/NIDB-tips
bit.ly/NIDB-training  

https://bit.ly/NIDB-tips
https://bit.ly/NIDB-training


Searching the database

sdelheim
Sticky Note
Anyone can search the database, anytime. Use the filters on the left to narrow down a search. To share an impact statement, click “Copy Direct Link” at the bottom of the impact statement. Then you can paste the URL into an email or social media post, etc.





sdelheim
Sticky Note
The first page of the Impact Statement talks about the issue and gives an overview of what was done and the impacts. 

sdelheim
Sticky Note
Then on page 2, I mention specific universities and their specific activities, findings, and impacts.





Find stories with your university

Interact with @MRFimpacts

Share Hatch Multistate stories
Tag @MRFimpacts
Email sara.delheimer@colostate.edu

Website: mrfimpacts.org/impact-statements
Newsletter: bit.ly/MRFimpacts-subscribe



QUESTIONS or
COMMENTS?
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